This paper revisits set containment join (SCJ) problem, which uses the subset relationship (i.e., ⊆ ) as condition to join set-valued attributes of two relations and has many fundamental applications in commercial and scientific fields. Existing in-memory algorithms for SCJ are either signature-based or prefix-tree-based. The former incurs high CPU cost because of the enumeration of signatures, while the latter incurs high space cost because of the storage of prefix trees. This paper proposes a new adaptive parameter-free in-memory algorithm, named as frequency-hash join or in short, to evaluate SCJ efficiently.
Introduction
Sets are ubiquitous and widely used in databases, where data are processed and analyzed. For example, a set-valued attribute of a tuple may record the prerequisites of a course, or the labels of a digital image, or the tokens in an email, and so on. With this comes a large body of research interests on efficient algorithms for fundamental operations on such attributes such as containment joins [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , containment queries (e.g., [12] ), and similarity joins (e.g., [13] ). This paper focuses on set containment join (SCJ). That is, given two relations R and S with a set-valued attribute set each, to find all pairs ⟨r, s⟩ ∈ R × S such that r.set ⊆ s.set . For instance, in the online course selection system, each course has a set of prerequisites and each student has a set of courses he/she has learned. Let e i denote a course. Figure 1a illustrates prerequisites of courses in R, and Fig. 1b shows learnt courses for each student in S . Naturally, a student s can choose a course r only if s has studied all prerequisites of r (i.e., r.set ⊆ s.set ). By executing SCJ R ⋈ ⊆ S , the system can forecast all potential course selections and make arrangement for each course correspondingly.
Due to its fundamental nature, many efficient SCJ algorithms have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Among these, the early SCJ algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] are mainly disk-based. And, their performances are mainly bounded by their underlying inmemory processing strategies [4] . Recently, researchers 1 3 turned to study in-memory algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , due to the improvement in modern hardware and the popularity of distributed computing infrastructures. Such algorithms are either signature-based or prefix-tree-based.
Signature-based algorithms (e.g., [11] , [10] , [8] , and [4] ) encode each set as a hash signature and use bitwise operation on signatures as a filter to check possible containment. The main challenge there is how to find potential signature pairs that may pass through the filter. The usual way is to, for each signature from R , enumerate all potential signatures from S , which incurs high CPU cost and works well only on short signatures although special structures such as PATRICIA TRIE [4] can be used to alleviate this defect to some extent.
Prefix-tree-based algorithms (e.g., [6] , + [4] , [5] , [3] , [2] , [1] ) achieve high speeds by exploiting prefix tree(s) to share the intersection operations (of inverted lists) among any tuples r ∈ R which have common prefixes. However, prefix trees need high space cost. In fact, when the average set size is large, the space for prefix trees is several times of space for the data itself. Although the space cost can be sharply reduced by limiting the height of the tree (e.g., [5] , [2] ), or storing the tree as several arrays (e.g., [3] ), or compressing the non-branching nodes into single nodes ( + [4] ), these algorithms do not perform well on all datasets because their performance depends on some empirical parameters (e.g., the height of prefix trees) or other factors which are hardly adaptive to datasets themselves.
In the big data era, it is important to make SCJ algorithms well scaled in both space cost and running time. To do so, this paper proposes a new parameter-free adaptive algorithm, named as frequency-hash join or in short, to evaluate SCJ efficiently.
gives up prefix trees totally to reduce space cost. Instead, it creates a flat index on-the-fly to record three kinds of signatures. Arrays are used to store the hash signatures (i.e., bitmaps) of sets in both R and S , and inverted indices are designed to store two least frequent elements of sets in R and elements of sets in S . These signatures are well organized such that (1) can use the bitwise filter (like in [11] and [4] ) but without enumerating the hash signatures; and (2) can exploit the hash signatures to reduce as many as possible tuple pairs fed into the bitwise filter. This guarantees that evaluates SCJ efficiently. Besides, performs SCJ adaptively according to the statistics of the datasets by allowing the lengths of hash codes to change adaptively. Compared with the state-of-the-art SCJ algorithms, usually keeps as competitive as its counterparts in running time and reduces even more than 50% of space cost. In the worst case, it remains as competitive as its counterparts in both space cost and running time. Our theoretical analysis provides a rule to distinguish the worst case from other cases.
Our main contributions include: (1) We propose a parameter-free adaptive algorithm to evaluate SCJ efficiently, (2) we propose a sparse asymmetric inverted index to make three kinds of signatures work coordinately and economically, (3) we propose a new hash function to estimate the signature length adaptively by partitioning the elements into three groups according to their frequencies, and (4) we conduct experiments on 16 real-life representative datasets and find that our algorithm is adaptive, well scaled and efficient.
This paper extends an earlier version [14] with the following added value. A new section, named as preliminaries, is added to make it easier for readers to focus on the main contributions of this article. Lemmas and theorems in [14] are all proved carefully in Sect. 3. The rationality of partitioning the universe set into three parts is explained in Sect. 4. The description of the experiments is reorganized, and scalability experiment is added in Sect. 5. Besides, more related works are compared in Sect. 6.
The remainder is organized as follows. Section 2 is preliminaries. Section 3 describes the framework of the algorithm. The hash function and the signature length are discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 reports the experimental results. Section 6 summarizes the related work, followed by the conclusion in Sect. 7. 
Preliminaries
This section introduces basic concepts and definitions. Table 1 summarizes the important notations used throughout this article. We assume a discrete universe set, denoted as U , consisting of a linearly ordered list of elements e 1 , e 2 , … , e n . n is called as the size of U , denoted as n = |U| . A s u b s e qu e n c e e k 1 , e k 2 , … , e k m o f e 1 , e 2 , … , e n w i t h 1 ≤ k 1 < k 2 < ⋯ < k m ≤ n is called as a set from universe U (or a set in short), and m is called as the size of the set. The set of size 0 is empty set. The collection of all sets from U is denoted as 2 U . A set can be denoted by single characters such as A, B, … , i.e., A = {e k 1 , e k 2 , … , e k m } means A is the set e k 1 , e k 2 , … , e k m . e i ∈ A means elements e i appears in set A, and e i ∉ A means otherwise. The ith element in A is denoted as e (A) i , i.e., e (A) i = e k i . The size of a set A is often denoted as |A|. If each element appearing in set A also appears in set B, we call A is a subset of B, denoted as A ⊆ B , which can be verified in O(|A| + |B|) time as follows:
While j ≤ |B| and e (A) i ≠ e (B) j Do j++; 4.
If j > |B| then return false; 5.return true Set-valued relations associate each tuple with a set from U . The schemas of set-valued relations are represented as ℝ = ( 1 , … , p , SET) , where i is an attribute with domain i for i = 1, … , p and SET is an attribute with domain 2 U . A tuple r over schema ℝ is a finite collection that contains for each i a value v i ∈ i and for SET a set r.set from the universe U . The ith element of r.set is denoted as e (r) i without any ambiguity. A set-valued relation R over schema ℝ is a finite collection of tuples over ℝ . The size of R , denoted as |R| , is the number of tuples in R. In set containment join, we assume the input relations R and S share a common universe set U . In fact, any tuples r ∈ R , whose set r.set contains elements not in the universe of S , can be removed from R by data loading procedure without affecting the join results. Moreover, we assume all elements in the shared universe U are sorted in an ascending order of their frequencies, which is defined below.
Definition 2 (frequency of element) Given the input relations R and S of SCJ R ⋈ ⊆ S , the S-frequency (or frequency in short) of each element e i in the universe U , denoted as f S (e i ) , is the number of tuples s ∈ S such that e i ∈ s.set . That is f S (e i ) = |{s|s ∈ S, e i ∈ s.set}|.
Example 2
For relations R ( Fig. 1a ) and S ( Fig. 1b) , element e i in the shared universe U = {e 1 , e 2 , … , e 11 } has S-frequencies i for i = 1, 2, … , 11 . And, U is sorted in an increasing order of elements' frequencies.
Based on the sorted universe, tuples in both input relations of SCJ can be sorted further by the data loading procedure in lexicographical order of their sets. Most SCJ algorithms (e.g., [6] ,
, [5] , [3] , and [2] ) benefit from this by accelerating both the creation of prefix trees and the joining procedures. This paper also assumes the input relations be sorted in this way. For instance, R ( Fig. 1a ) and S ( Fig. 1b ) are sorted.
A naive SCJ algorithm applies procedure on each pair ⟨r, s⟩ ∈ R × S and results in O(|R| ⋅ |S| ⋅ l avg (S)) time. Hash signatures can be used to accelerate this algorithm by adding a bitwise filter before applying . Length of hash code, in unit of 64-bit integer
Hash signatures of sets are bitmaps of length w sig ⋅ 64 . They are used to represent or approximate sets in w sig 64-bit integers. For set containment join, it suffices if we set one bit in the hash signature for each element of the set whose signature we want to compute. A function hash is applied to map each element to an integer in interval [0, w sig * 64 − 1] . Thus, the hash signature sig(set) of a set set can be computed by successively setting hash(e i )th bit for each element e i ∈ set . Such hash signatures are all SCJ-friendly, i.e.,
Example 3
Here is a toy hash function h, which generates 8-bit SCJ-friendly hash signatures for data in Fig Under this function, since r 6 = {e 5 , e 8 , e 10 , e 11 } , only the 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 8th bit in its hash signature are 1, i.e., sig(r 6 ) = 00101011. Similarly, sig(s 9 ) = 00111111 and sig(s 10 ) = 00011011. Since sig(r 6 )&sig(s 9 ) = sig(r 6 ) , ⟨r 6 , s 9 ⟩ may belong to R ⋈ ⊆ S , while sig(r 6 )&sig(s 10 ) ≠ sig(r 6 ) , ⟨r 6 , s 10 ⟩ must not belong to R ⋈ ⊆ S.
SCJ-friendly hash signatures can be used to accelerate set containment join algorithms, because most tuple pairs ⟨r, s⟩ with r.set not being a subset of s.set can be pruned away in O(w sig ) time via the bitwise filter below.
Procedure
( sig 1 , sig 2 ) Input: signatures sig 1 and sig 2 of length w sig × 64 output: whether sig 1 &sig 2 = sig 1 or not
return true
With the help of hash signatures, SCJ can be evaluated by the filter-and-refine framework below, where Line 3 enumerates all s ∈ S probably satisfying sig(r)&sig(s) = sig(r). Unlike the approaches adopted in [11] and [4] , this paper uses smart mechanisms to avoid such enumerations by establishing connections from hash signatures of r ∈ R to hash signatures of such s ∈ S.
Filter-And-Refine Framework:
( R,S) Input: two set-valued relations R and S output: R ⋈ ⊆ S 1.obtain hash signature for each r ∈ R ,s ∈ S; 2.For each r ∈ R Do 3.
For s ∈ S with sig(r)&sig(s) = sig(r) Do 4.
If verify(r,s) then output ⟨r, s⟩;
Framework of FreshJoin
We first describe our index structure and discuss its creation and space cost (Sect. 3.1). Then, we present algorithm, state its correctness, and analyze its complexity (Sect. 3.2). The details of the hash function are postponed to the next section, except that the signature length w sig is assumed.
The Index and Its Creation
The algorithm uses three kinds of signatures. The first is the hash codes associated with tuples in both R and S . The second is the least frequent element in set r.set for each r ∈ R . And, the third is the second least frequent elements in set r.set for each r ∈ R . To make these signatures work coordinately, they are well organized into two kinds of flat index structures, i.e., arrays and inverted indices.
The Structure of freshIndex Two arrays sig R and sig S are used to index hash codes for R and S, respectively. Each unit of the arrays stores w sig 64-bit integers and can be accessed via the IDs of tuples in R or S.
A sparse inverted index I R is used to index the second and third kind of signatures for tuples in R . Each e ∈ U has an inverted list I R (e) in I R . Each item in I R (e) is a pair ⟨i, e ′ ⟩ , which means that r i ∈ R and e ( e ′ reps.) is the (2nd resp.) least frequent element in r i .set . All items in each list are sorted such that items with a same second component are stored contiguously. In this way, all tuples r with r.set having the same second least frequent element can be processed by in a batched manner. Notice that each r ∈ R is indexed only once in I R . Since sets may share a common least frequent element, many I R (e) s may be null.
Besides, an other sparse inverted index I S is used to index the tuples in S . Each e ∈ U has an inverted list I S (e) in I S . Each item in I S (e) is a tuple ID i, which means that s i ∈ S and e ∈ s i .set . Each list I S (e) is sorted in an ascending order of its items. In this way, the time cost of computing the intersection of two inverted lists is proportional to the sum of their lengths. Particularly, if e ∈ U is not the second or third type of signatures for any tuple r ∈ R , then I S (e) is null. Figure 2 illustrates the index with data in Fig. 1 . Array sig R ( sig S resp.) stores hash signatures of tuples in R ( S resp.), which are generated via the toy hash function in Example 3. In I R , I R (e 1 ) contains two items ⟨r 1 , e 3 ⟩ and ⟨r 2 , e 3 ⟩ , since only sets of r 1 , r 2 ∈ R have e 1 as their least frequent elements. I R (e 2 ) is null, since R has no tuple with e 2 as its least frequent elements. Other lists in I R are similar. While in I S , I S (e) is non-null only if e is one of the first two least elements of a set r i .set . For instance, I S (e 8 ) contains eight items. I S (e 11 ) is null, although e 11 is the most frequent element.
Example 4
The Creation of freshIndex The idea to create freshIndex is rather simple. Both R and S are sorted lexicographically first, which guarantees a natural order on inverted lists in both I R and I S . Then, R is indexed and elements in U are marked. Finally, S is indexed according to the marked elements.
Algorithm 2 implements the ideas above. It indexes R in Line 1-9 and indexes S in Line 10-15. When R is indexed, it is sorted first (Line 1), and then each r i ∈ R is indexed (Line 2-9). For r i , the hash code of r i .set is obtained by invoking (see Sect. 4) and stored in the array unit sig R (r i ) (Line 3). After that, r i is indexed in I R (Line 4-9). If
2 are marked (Line 9). When S is indexed, it is also sorted first (Line 10), and then each s i ∈ S is indexed (Line 11-15). The hash code of s i .set is obtained and stored in sig S (s i ) (Line 12). After that, the ID of s i is added into some inverted lists according to the elements in s i .set are marked or not (Line 14-15). Algorithm 1: freshIndex (R,S) Input: two set-valued relations R and S Output: fresh index of set containment join R ⊆ S 1 sort all tuples in R lexicographically as r 1 , · · · , r |R| ;
and e (r i ) 2
; 10 sort all tuples in S lexicographically as s 1 , · · · , s |S| ;
Analysis It is straightforward to verify that the output of Algorithm 1 is the expected index structure. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is postponed to Sect. 4 till the procedure is clear. Now, we answer questions below. Can the design of the sparse inverted indices really save any space? And, why does I R (e) use only two least frequent elements?
The first question can be answered by Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.
Lemma 1 Assume each set r.set ( r ∈ R ) be sampled from U uniformly and independently, then at most 0.9 ⋅ |R| elements in U are marked by Algorithm 1.
Proof Let u be the size of U,i.e., U = {e 1 , e 2 , … , e u }.
First, we assert that the probability of e i being marked by an arbitrary tuple r ∈ R is 1
In fact, since r.set is chosen from U uniformly, the probability of each element being chosen is 1 u . Therefore, the assertion follows from the facts below. e (r) 1 = e i means that e i is in r.set, but none of e 1 , … , e i−1 is in r.set. Similarly, e (r) 2 = e i means that e i is in r.set and only one of e 1 , … , e i−1 is in r.set.
Next, we estimate the probability of e i being marked by Algorithm 1, i.e., Pr(e i is marked) . Notice that e i being marked means it is marked by at least one tuple of
. Now, let X i = 1 if e i is marked by Algorithm 1, and X i = 0 otherwise. Therefore, X = ∑ u i=1 X i is the total number of marked elements. The lemma follows from the computation below.
Pr(e i is marked)
The last inequity follows from the fact that
Now, Lemma 1 helps us obtain non-null inverted lists in I S and get the theorem below.
Remark Notice that min(|U|,0.9|R|) |U| ≤ 1. Theorem 1 tells us that:
(1) when |R| ≤ |U| , I S really saves space; (2) when |R| >> |U| , I S is a usual inverted index and can not save space; (3) when both w sig and l avg (S) are constants, I S only needs linear space. These conclusions explain well the experimental results in Sect. 5.
The second question is answered by the theorem below. It tells us that ∩ e∈r.set I S (e) can be well approximated even if only k = ln |S| ln |U|−ln l avg (S) inverted lists are considered. In fact, k ≥ 3 only if |S| >> |U| 3 , and k < 3 holds for most practical datasets. This positively motivates us to compute the intersection of only two inverted lists of I S by indexing two least frequent elements in I R . Further improvement in filtering ability is left for hash signatures.
Proof We first compute the probability of j ( 1 ≤ j ≤ |S| ) belonging to I S (e) for ∀e ∈ U . After that, we obtain the probability of j belonging to ∩ k i=1 I S (e i ) and compute
. First of all, for ∀e ∈ U and ∀s j ∈ S ( 1 ≤ j ≤ |S| ), we have Since s j .set is sampled independently, we know Therefore,
Finally, taking k as variable and solving equation
The Join Algorithm
The basic idea of is similar to that of [11] . That is to use bitwise operations on hash signatures of sets to prune away as many as possible set-pairs whose subset relationships need not to be verified, because bitwise filter is much more economic than the verification.
accomplishes this more efficiently by applying appropriately three kinds of signatures indexed in freshIndex. On the one hand, it uses the second type of signatures of tuples in R (i.e., the least frequent elements) to locate the hash-code-pairs, which are fed into the bitwise filter, by only joining tuples indexed in I R (e) and I S (e) for the same es. This is feasible because any set s.set ( s ∈ S ) with s.set ⊇ r.set ( r ∈ R ) must contain the least frequent element in r.set. On the other hand, since I S (e) may be very long and comparisons between tuple IDs are often more economic than bitwise filter, exploits the third type of signatures of tuples in R to reduce the number of hash-signature-pairs by computing the intersection of I S (e) and I S (e � ) , where e ′ s are the second component of indexed items in I R (e).
Algorithm 2 implements the ideas above. First, it calls to build index (Line 1) and initializes the output set J (Line 2). Then, it processes each pair ⟨I R (e i ), I S (e i )⟩ of inverted lists sequentially (Line 3-14). Null inverted lists are skipped over (Line 4). Indexed items in each non-null list I R (e i ) are processed one by one (Line 7-14). For each item ⟨j, e u ⟩ ∈ I R (e i ) , it determines whether I S (e i ) ∩ I S (e u ) needs to be computed, according to whether e u has been encountered or not. If yes, it does not compute the intersection and skips over Line 8-10. Otherwise, it computes the intersection (Line 9) and traces the new encountered second least frequent element (Line 10). Next, for each remaining tuple ID k ∈ List , it accesses the arrays ⟨sig R , sig S ⟩ to obtain a hash-signature-pair and feeds each such pair into the bitwise filter (Line 13). Finally, the surviving pairs ⟨r j , s k ⟩ are verified and added into J if r j .set ⊆ s k .set (Line 14).
Example 5
Consider SCJ with data in Fig. 1 and the index in Fig. 2 . I R (e i ) and I S (e i ) are joined for each e i . When e 1 is considered, since ⟨r 1 , e 3 ⟩ ∈ I R (e 1 ) ,
pair ⟨r 1 , s 1 ⟩ is verified but is not output. For ⟨r 2 , e 3 ⟩ ∈ I R (e 1 ) , since it contains the same e 3 as ⟨r 1 , e 3 ⟩ , the intersection is not recomputed. Thus, List is still {s 1 } . Since sig R (r 2 )&sig S (s 1 ) ≠ sig R (r 2 ) , pair ⟨r 2 , s 1 ⟩ is pruned away. After all lists are processed similarly, the result shown in Example 1 is obtained. 1 ) and I S (e (r) 2 ) , according to Lines 13-15 of Algorithm 1. Therefore, s.ID appears in List = I S (e (r) 1 ) ∩ I S (e (r) 2 ) when item ⟨r.ID, e (r) 2 ⟩ is processed in Lines 7-14 of Algorithm 2. Since r.set ⊆ s.set and the signature is SCJ-friendly, ⟨r, s⟩ passes through the bitwise filter (Line 12) and containment verification (Line 14). Thus, ⟨r, s⟩ ∈ J.
Complexity We ignore the verification in Line 14 and obtain the theorem below, whose proof is postponed to the end of Sect. 4. Remark The former item in Theorem 3 is the total cost to index both input relations, and the latter item is the total cost to perform SCJ. It tells us when performs SCJ efficiently and when inefficiently, which explains well the experimental results in Sect. 5. In fact, the joining procedure takes 
Hash Signatures of Sets
This section discusses the hash signatures for all sets. We first present the basic ideas and the framework of our method, then propose a new hash function, and finally discuss the length w sig with the hash function.
Framework of the Hash Method
The hash method distinguishes three kinds of elements in U , i.e., low (mid and high)-frequency elements. To make the method adaptive to any datasets, the definitions of these elements should not depend on any distribution of the frequencies. We adopt a constant and consider the accumulated frequencies. This paper fixes = 0.25 and leaves it for future work to determine according to the datasets. Thus, if the frequencies follow a Zipfian distribution, then the first |U| 3∕4 elements are low-frequency ones, and the last |U| 1∕4 elements are high-frequency ones. For example, for datasets in Fig. 1 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 are low-frequency elements, e 10 , e 11 are highfrequency elements.
The main ideas of our hash method come from the fact that elements with different frequencies are all important to the bitwise filter but for different reasons. In fact, low-frequency elements appear in fewer sets and have sound effects to differ a few sets containing them from many sets not containing them. Similarly, high-frequency elements appear in more sets and have sound effects to differ few sets not containing them from many sets containing them. By contrast, the mid-frequency elements also have sound effects to differ many sets containing them from many sets not containing them. Thus, none of these three parts can be ignored, but should be exploited independently.
To do so, all bits in the hash signatures are also partitioned into three parts by two integers M ′ and H ′ , where
are used for high-frequency elements. Each bit in each part is used to represent whether one or more related elements appear in the given set or not. The mapping between elements and corresponding bits is determined by a hash function named (see Sect. 4.2). To summarize, we get the framework of our hash method (see Fig. 3 ), where is discussed in Sect. 4.2. And, the computation of M ′ and H ′ is discussed in Sect. 4.3 together with w sig and some implement issues. 
A New Hash Function
Generally speaking, any hash function can map a e i to a bit b j . For example, h(i) = i or h(i) = i%N for a suitable N, and so on. On the one hand, such functions are helpless in finding a suitable w sig which should be adaptive to input relations. For example, [4] just adopted w sig = min{ 1 2 l avg (S), |U|, 256} heuristically. On the other hand, such functions just take the input i as a usual integer and ignore its important aspect, i.e., i is the inverted rank of e i 's frequency.
Instead, we use a customized hash function, named as . It also distinguishes low (mid and high)-frequency elements. The smaller the i is, the lower frequency the e i has and fewer such elements should share a common bit. Similarly, the bigger the i is, the higher frequency the e i has and fewer such elements should share a common bit. Here comes the formal definition of . It is clear that, taking the binary representation of i as input, an algorithm can compute (i) in O(log i) time.
Definition 3
If i > 0 be an integer and i=
For example, since 23=2 0 + 2 1 + 2 2 + 2 4 , (23) = 1+2 +4 = 7. Similarly, since 106=2 1 + 2 3 + 2 5 + 2 6 , (106) = 1 + 3 + 5 + 6 = 15. Figure 4 presents (i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤128. Clearly, as expected, roughly implements the ideas above i.e., fewer elements with both low and high frequencies have same hash values and more elements with mid frequencies have same values. Moreover, this trend continues when i is in other domains. For instance, in Fig. 4 , lower left part under the red dashed line is for 1 ≤ i ≤ 32 and lower left part under the blue dashed line is for 1 ≤ i ≤70.
It is easy to verify (i)= ∑ ⌊log 2 i⌋ k=0,a k ∈{0,1} a k ⋅ k ≤
Definition 4 Let m fh (n) be
for n > 0.
Property 1 For any
This means that (i) grows at a rate of logarithmic square and provides a good tool to compute a proper w sig which is adaptive to the datasets.
Definition 5 For a given n and 0 ≤ ∀i ≤ m fh (n) , define frehash −1 n (i) = |{j|0 ≤ j ≤ n and i = frehash(j)}|, a n d frehash −1 (n) = max i≤m fh (n) frehash −1 n (i).
In fact, frehash −1 (n) is the maximum volume of all buckets when is used to map set [n] to set [m fh (n)] . Intuitively, the larger the frehash −1 (n) is, the more conflicts will cause. Thus, frehash −1 (n) characterizes the filtering ability of the signatures. With the help of Fig. 4 , it is easy to check the property below. For example, frehash −1 (n) = 5, 7, 10, and 1 4 log 2 n = 5.25, 9.39, 11.25 when n=32, 70, 128, respectively. This property will be used to explain why we only differ low-, mid-, and high-frequency elements from each other, later.
Property 2 frehash −1 (n) ≈ 1 4 log 2 n.
The Length and Partition of the Hash Signatures
Now, we are ready to discuss the signature length w sig and the values M ′ , H ′ which partition each hash signature into three parts. w sig is taken as the minimum of three values (i.e., w sig = min{w 1 , w 2 , w 3 } ), which give upper bounds of w sig from different points of view. The first value w 1 gives an upper bound according to the actual needs of . According to Def. 3, e i is a low (mid or high resp.)-frequency The second value w 2 upper bounds w sig according to the average size l avg (S) and the standard deviation S . Viewing the size of each set as a random variable and applying the Chebyshev's inequality, we know that Pr(|s.set| > l avg (S) + 2 ⋅ S ) < 0.25 . That is, more than 75% of sets contain at most l avg (S) + 2 ⋅ S elements. Thus, we can distinguish these sets from each other by using l avg (S) + 2 ⋅ S bit signatures and allowing each bit be reused by different elements. Thus, we have 
The third value w 3 gives an upper bound according to |U| . Each set can be differed from all others if we use single bit for each element of U . Thus, we have After w sig is determined, all 64⋅w sig bits in hash signatures can be partitioned, via integers M ′ and H ′ , into three parts such that the number of bits in each part is proportional to the actual needs of in mapping elements in each part into bits of the signatures. Thus, we have Remark After M, H, M ′ , H ′ is determined, the mapping from e i to b j can be stored in an array, which makes the average running time of be O(l avg (S)) . Therefore, the total time to index both datasets, i.e., the cost of Line 1 of Algorithm 2, is O(|U| log |U|+(|R| + |S|)l avg (S)).
Now, we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 3 (see Sect. 3.2).
Proof According to the remark above, the time cost to index R and S (i.e., Line 1) is O(|U| log |U| + (|R| + |S|)l avg (S)) . Thus, we only need to analyze the cost for Line 2-Line 13.
First, we analyze the total cost of Line 9. Since each set s.set ( s ∈ S ) contains l avg (S) elements on average, there are total |S| ⋅ l avg (S) items in the inverted index of S . Therefore, each inverted list contains l = |S|⋅l avg (S) |U| items on average. It follows that Line 9 needs 2l comparisons each time when it is executed. In the worst case, Line 9 is executed for each item in the inverted invert of R . Since each tuple of R is Then, we analyze t he average lengt h of List = I S (e i ) ∩ I S (e u ) after Line 9 is executed. For each j ∈ I S (e i ) , we know e i ∈ s j .set . If j ∈ I S (e u ) , then one of the other l − 1 elements in s j .set must be e u , which happens with probability l−1 |U| . Since there are l such js in I S (e i ) on average, the average length of List is l(l−1) |U| ≤ l 2 |U| . Now, we are ready to analyze the total cost of Line 12. First of all, Line 12 needs in worst case 2w sig comparisons each time when it is executed. In fact, since the hash code contains w sig 64-bit integers, the bitwise operation between each pair of integers costs 1 and the comparison ( ≠ ) costs 1. Since there are l(l−1) |U| tuples indexed in List after Line 9 is executed, each run of Line 11 and Line 12 needs l(l−1) |U| ⋅ 2w sig time. Finally, since Line 11 and Line 12 will be executed for each r ∈ R , the total cost of Line 12 is l(l−1)
Summarily, Line 2-Line 13 of Algorithm 2 need the total cost below, as is expected in the theorem. 
Rationality of Hash Framework
This subsection answers a remaining question, ı.e, why set U only needs to be partitioned into three groups?
To answer this question, we generalize the hash framework in Sect. 4.1 to partition U into k equi-sized parts and figure out a function to describe the cost of bitwise operation over two hash signatures. Together with Property 2 in Sect. 4.2, we can study the time cost of the improvement in filtering ability, which guides us to choose a rational small k.
Fig. 4 Illustration of freHash
Generally, all epigraphically ordered elements e 1 , … , e |U| in U can be partitioned into k ( k ≥ 1 ) groups. The ith group consists of e (i−1) |U| k +1 , … , e i |U| k . Each group is hashed with independently, and the sequential concatenation of the hash signatures of all groups generates the final signature (as illustrated in Fig. 3 ).
According to Property 1, the number of bits needed by each group-wise signature is m fh ( |U| k ) . Totally, k ⋅ m fh ( |U| k ) bits are needed in each final signature. Thus, 1 64 k ⋅ m fh ( |U| k ) 64-bit integers are needed to store each final signature. The cost to perform the bitwise operation between each pair of integers is 2, where one is for loading the operands and the other one is for the operation itself. Therefore, the bitwise filter takes 1 32 k ⋅ m fh ( |U| k ) ≈ 1 64 k ⋅ log 2 ( |U| k ) time for each pair of final signatures. Thus, we take as the cost of bitwise filter when the universe set is partitioned into k equi-sized groups. Notice that both Y � 1 (k) > 0 and Y �� 1 (k) > 0 hold when k < |U| , which means that the cost of bitwise filter increases more and more rapidly when k increases.
According to Property 2 and the construction of final signature, 1 4 log 2 ( |U| k ) is a good approximation of the maximum volume of all buckets of the final signature. The smaller the value is, the fewer conflicts there are. Thus, we define to represent the filtering ability of our hash method. Notice that Y � 2 (k) < 0 always holds when k < |U| , which means a larger k promises a stronger filtering ability. Now, both Y � 1 (k) > 0 and Y � 2 (k) < 0 hold, which means that both filtering ability and the cost of bitwise filter increase when k increases. Next, we select k by considering the ratio of their growth speed, i.e.,
is an increasing function of k, △ k ≤ 1 means the growth of the cost of bitwise filter is slower than that of filter ability and increasing k is positive. Otherwise, the improvement in filtering ability imposes heavier and heavier burden on the bitwise filter and increasing k is negative. Theoretically, a rational k can be taken as the root of the equation △ k = 1 . However, this root is difficult to obtain because both k and log k appear in this equation. Instead, we try to find an empirical value of k. To do so, we set |U| = 10 4 , … , 10 9 , respectively, and observe the change of △ k = | △ Y 1 (k)∕ △ Y 2 (k)| when increasing k to k + 1 for k = 1, … , 9 . Figure 5 presents △ k 's changing trend. We find that △ 1 < 1 always holds, which means partitioning U into at least two groups is beneficial. Besides, △ 2 ≤ 1 almost always holds, which means that partitioning U into three groups is beneficial for most datasets from practical applications. On the contrary, △ k > 1 holds for most cases when k ≥ 3 , which means partitioning U into more than three groups is not helpful. As a result, the answer for our question is 3.
Experimental Results
This section empirically evaluates the performance of the proposed techniques via three sets of experiments. The first one checks the adaptivity of . The second one and the third one compare the performance and the scalability of with those of the state-of-the-art algorithms, respectively. All experiments are conducted with single thread on Inspur Server with Intel Xecon 128x2.3GHz CPU and 3TB RAM running CentOS7 Linux.
Algorithms In all experiments, we compare the following seven algorithms.
• . Our approach is proposed in Sect. 3.2. where a is built up on R and S via Algorithm 1 and the hash function proposed in Sect. 4.
• . Prefix-tree-based (and signature-based) algorithm is proposed in [2] . It uses k-least frequent elements in each set of R as the set's signature. We evaluate with k = 1, 2, … , 10 and choose the smallest running time in each experiment.
• . Prefix-tree-based algorithm is proposed in [5] , where the depth of the prefix tree is upper-bounded with a parameter k. Similarly, we evaluate with k=1,2, … ,10 and choose the smallest running time.
• . Prefix-tree-based algorithm is proposed in [3] , where each prefix tree is stored as several arrays.
• . Prefix-tree-based algorithm is proposed in [6] . • + . Prefix-tree-based algorithm is proposed in [4] , where prefix tree is compressed by contracting the nonbranching nodes into single nodes.
• . hash-signature-based algorithm is proposed in [4] , where is taken as hash function and a PATRICIA Trie is used to help enumerate hash codes.
All these seven algorithms were implemented in C++ and complied with O3 flag. Among these algorithms, , +, , and are parameter free. For both and , we set k changes from 1 to 10 on each dataset and choose the smallest running time as results. For , we followed the strategy proposed by the authors to take min{|U|, 1 2 ⋅ l avg (S), 256} × 64 as the signature length (in bits). As shown in [2, 3] , the order of elements in sets had a huge impact on the performance of , and + . Thus, we also followed their empirical conclusion to apply infrequent sort order for , , and , and frequent order for + . For , the infrequent order is applied on R , and the frequent order is applied on S , while for , the infrequent order is applied on both inputs. As in studies, all algorithms were run to do self-join on each dataset.
Dataset We adopt 16 real-life datasets selected from different domains with various data properties. The detailed characteristics of these datasets are shown in Table 2 . For each dataset, we showed the type of the dataset, what the sets and elements represent, the number of sets in the dataset, the average set length, and the number of elements in the universe. Half of these datasets are same as in [2] . Other datasets are different, because we obtain them from KONECT 1 (rather than the addresses given in the studies) and extract all sets in each datasets via the tools provided there or the approaches described in studies. Such datasets include , , , and . Particularly, to obtain datasets with bigger average set length to check the adaptivity of , we modify the extracting approaches for and . In , we take pages as elements and extract all pages with the number of outlinks no smaller than 2500 as records. While in , we take movies as records and audiences as elements. All datasets are sorted in lexicographical order of sets before they are fed into the algorithms.
Exp1: Adaptivity To evaluate the adaptivity of , we ran on all 16 datasets, and recorded values of M, H, M ′ , H ′ , and w sig , respectively. The results are reported in Table 2 .
We find that (1) the partitions of elements in universes into low-, mid-, and high-frequency elements are adaptive to the dataset themselves. Even more, if we assume all datasets follow a Zipfian distribution (see experiments of [2] ), then the more skewed the dataset is, the bigger the M, H we have;
(2) the lengths of hash signatures, which are determined by Formula 4 in Sect. 4.3, always keep reasonably small and also change adaptively; and (3) the splits of hash signatures into three parts, which is determined by Formula 5 and Formula 6 in Sect. 4.3, also change adaptively. Therefore, is a parameter-free adaptive algorithm.
Exp2: Performance This set of experiments compares with six state-of-the-art algorithms on all 16 datasets. On each dataset, we recorded the maximum space cost of each algorithm and its total running time which includes the time to index the dataset and the time to join the dataset. The results are reported in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Besides, for , we also recorded the time to compute the statistics of each dataset and the time to create the index. These results are not reported separately because these costs are very small compared to the total running time. For instance, the time to compute the statistics is no longer than 0.03 seconds and the time to create the index is no longer than 2.5 seconds on each dataset.
For memory usage (see Fig. 6 ), we find that (1) , + and always use less memory, while and need more memory. This indicates that the prefix trees are space expensive, while both our method and the compressing strategies proposed in [4, 5] are effective. (2) almost always uses least memory, except on and which is the worst cases of according to the remark at the end of Sect. 3.1, but the cost of is still competitive to the cost of other algorithms. Moreover, saves nearly 50% space of and + and more than 70% of and on datasets such as , , , , , , , while keeps competitive on other datasets. This behavior verified the space efficiency of our sparse index structures and the cost analysis in Theorem 1. (3) uses much less space than . This is because uses a more sucint signature (designed in Sect. 4).
For processing time (see Fig. 7 ), we find that (1) is faster than all other algorithms on more than half of datasets, which benefits from the efficient index structure and the joining procedure of . (2) is a little bit slower (but still competitive to) than some of , , , +, , or even on some datasets, where |U| ≪ |S| holds. According to Theorem 3, these are the worst cases for . Besides, the running time of those parametric algorithms is taken as the shortest one among different settings. (3) is always faster than , except on the worst case of . These observations verified the effective and efficiency of our adaptive algorithm and the correctness of our analysis of the time complexity of . Therefore, Theorem 3 provides us a rule to choose from the existing set containment algorithms. 
(c) NetFlix (d) Webbase
Exp3: Scalability The third set of experiments compares the scalability of seven algorithms on four representative datasets. We choose , , , and as datasets here, which have different average set lengths l avg (S) . Similar in [2] , we randomly sampled 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of sets from each dataset and conducted experiment on each sampled datasets. The total running time and space cost of each algorithm are recorded. The results are reported in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. We find that both the time cost and the space cost of grow slowly and steadily as |S| increases.
Summary Experiments on 16 real-life datasets show that our parameter-free hash-signature-based set containment join algorithm is adaptive, well scaled, efficient, and effective. According to Theorem 3, performs SCJ efficiently both in space and in time if |U| ≪ |S| is not the case.
Related Work
Bulk comparison of sets has many practical applications in various domains such as graph analytical tasks, query optimization, OLAP, and data mining [4] . Therefore, people have studied extensively the theory and engineering of different operations involving set comparison such as containment queries [12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , similarity joins [13, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , equality joins [7] , and containment joins [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Early work on SCJ mainly focused on disk-based algorithms (e.g., [7, 8, 10, 11] ). Although these algorithms have proven quite a effectiveness for joining massive set collections, their performance is bounded by their underlying inmemory processing strategies [4] . For example,
[10] and [8] , two advanced disk-based algorithms, share the same in-memory processing strategy with [11] . To keep up with ever-increasing data volumes and modern hardware trends, recent work turn to develop next-generation in-memory SCJ algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 11] , which are either signature-based or prefix-tree-based.
All signature-based algorithms (e.g., [11] , [10] , [8] and [4] ) follow the filter-and-refine framework in Sect. 2. They use fixed-length bitmaps as signatures to approximate sets and adopt bitwise operation on the signatures as a filter to prune away as many as possible tuple pairs whose sets do not have subset relationship. All these existing algorithms take different empirical values as the lengths of bitmaps and use traditional rand function or element modulo bitmap length as hash functions. This makes them hardly adaptive to datasets automatically. Instead, they care about how to find potential signature pairs that may pass through the filter. The usual way is to, for each signature from R , enumerate all potential signatures from S , which incurs high CPU costs and works only on short signatures although special structures such as PATRICIA TRIE [4] can be used to alleviate this defect to some extent. In contrast, our method computes signature length adaptively and avoids enumerating signatures by exploiting the least frequent elements to associate signature pairs which are fed to the filter.
Most prefix-tree-based algorithms (e.g., [6] , + [4] , [5] , [3] ) build a prefix tree T R and create an inverted index I on S , where I S (e i ) records all s ∈ S with e i ∈ s.set . Then, they traverse T R in a depth-first manner to visit each set r.set(r ∈ R ), compute the intersection ∩ e i ∈r I S (e i ) at the same time, and output ⟨r, s⟩ for each s in the intersection. Since common prefix of different sets is represented as a common path in the tree, many partial results of the intersection can be shared by many tuples in R . Notice that prefix tree is space-costly and traverses of the deep paths are time-costly. So many optimization techniques are adopted. For example, [5] limited the height of tree empirically, + [4] compressed the prefix tree by merging these non-branching nodes along each path into single nodes, and [3] transforms the prefix trees into linear arrays via preorder coding.
The state-of-the-art algorithm [2] is based on both signatures and prefix trees. It takes k-least frequent elements of sets in R as their signatures and indexes signatures in a prefix tree T R . Besides, all sets in S are indexed in an other prefix tree T S . Then, traverses T S depth-firstly to visit each set s of S . When each node n of T S is visited, obtains the label e of n and checks whether e is the least frequent element of a set in R by traversing T R in a depthfirst manner. Again, the empirical parameter k makes not adaptive to datasets automatically. Besides, the prefix tree T S is space-costly. [1] proposes to intersect all inverted lists simultaneously with prefix tree to avoid recomputing the intersection and use data partition method to further accelerate the speed of join procedure.
As is pointed out in [2] , some existing set similarity search algorithms (e.g., [17, 18, 22] ) can be adapted to support set containment join by setting specific thresholds. For example, using a nested loop and setting T in the generalized T-occurrence query as the size of r.set for each r ∈ R . And, DivideSkip [18] can also be extended to compute SCJ. Similarly, by setting the overlap threshold T to be the size of r.set for each r ∈ R in the nested loop procedure, the adaptive framework for set similarity search proposed in [22] can also be utilized to compute SCJ. By setting the error-tolerant threshold as 1 in the index structure for error-tolerant set containment search, the algorithm in [17] can be applied to support SCJ. However, as is shown in the experimental result of [2] , these renewed algorithms are not as competitive as those SCJ-specific algorithms.
While statistics have been adopted in query optimizations (e.g., [28] ), they are not widely used to accelerate SCJ algorithms, to the best of our knowledge. Besides filter-and-refine frameworks have been widely used in string similarity join (e.g., [29] ), they are not widely used in SCJ, except in [11] , [4] , [8] , and [2] ).
Conclusion
This paper revisits the set containment join and proposes a parameter-free join algorithm. It exploits the frequencies of elements to partition the universe set into low-, mid-, and high-frequency elements and maps them separately onto different parts of the hash signatures via a new hash function, which also provides a tool to adaptively estimate the length of hash signatures. The hash signatures are well organized into a index. The time and space complexities of the algorithm are analyzed. Experiments on 16 real-life datasets indicate that the proposed algorithm is adaptive and efficient.
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